JK PUBLIC SCHOOL KUNJWANI
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK CLASS 7th
Sno

Sub

Homework

1

Maths

Q1.Do Practice of Review Exercise of Chapter
7 – Algebraic expressions.
10 - Percentage & its Applications on practice notebook.

2

Science

Q1. Revise all the chapters done in the classroom.
Q2. Learn and write the important terms of CH-14(i.e Electric Current and its
Effects) in the science note book.
Q3. Also draw symbols for components used in electric circuit and diagram of
electric bell in A-4 Size sheet.

3

Social
Studies

Q1. Choose a Grassland of the world and write information about its people,
climatic conditions ,vegetation, wildlife, lifestyle, food and occupations.
Q2.On the outline map of the World Mark Sahara Desert and any four countries
near by it on continent Africa.
Q3. Do revision of all the chapters done in the class.

4

IT

Q1 Collect information about different types of Viruses.
Q2. Find out the names of few worst known Viruses till date and their harmful
effects on Computer System.
Use A4 sheets.
Q3 Give one example for each of the following.
1) Pie Chart _________
2) AntiVirus __________ 3) Bar Chart ________
4) Column Chart.

5

*
*
Hindi
*

6

English

Write a letter to your friend, describing the Annual Prize - giving Function of
your school.
Write your experience of the first time cooking in a diary entry.
Revise all the syllabus done in class.
Also solve the attached worksheets.

7.
Urdu
Main

Urdu
Allied

****************END****************

ENGLISH WORKSHEET
A DAY IN THE PARK!
1. Complete

the text with the correct form of the verb in brackets. Use the present

simple or present continuous.

Hello! I’m Lisa and I am 10 years old. Today it
___________ (be) sunny in my town. My parents
_____________ (buy) some food for lunch in the
supermarket and I _____________ (play) at the
park near my house. Every Sunday, I
_____________ here with my friends.
In the park, there are a lot of people. I
______________ (wear) a purple skirt with a pink
T-shirt. I ______________ (eat) a sweet. Tom and
David ______________ (have) fun on the swings.
David always ____________ (wear) glasses.
Rachel

___________ (skip). She _______________

(wear) a purple dress with a white T-shirt.
Jenny and Mike ________________ (chat) on a
bench. Tim and Kevin _____________ (play) football. Tim ___________ (have got) red
hair like me. Michael is playing with a yo-yo. And Luis, Imran and Jenny
_____________ (play) on the slide. Luis __________________ (wear) blue shorts with a
white and yellow T-shirt and ______________ (have got) blond hair. It ____________ (be)
12 p.m. and I _______________ (go) home to have lunch.

2. Identify each character. Write their names in the picture.

I worked
You worked
He /she/ it
worked
We worked
They worked

Did I work?
Did you work?
Did he /she/ it
work ?
Did we work ?
Did they work
?

1. When________you ____________(arrive )
late at school ?
2. My uncle _______________(work+) in a
cheese factory before retiring.
3. I ___________________________(want-) to
go to the cinema last weekend.
4. We _______________(listen+) to a very
good concert last week on the radio.
5. My brother ____________(manage+) to
get tickets for the tennnis tournament.
6. What ___________you _____________
(want) to do last weekend ?
7. My sons ____________(play+) handball
with their cousins and they won.
8. I__________________(receive -)any news
from my boyfriend last week !
9. Last summer, people ____________
(enjoy+) going to the beach.
10. Huge fires ____________________
(destroyed +) thousands of houses and
_______________(kill+) many people in
California.
11. I______________ (invite+) many friends
for my birthday party.
12. Teachers____________________ (work-)
at school last Monday beacause of a
national strike .
13. They often______________(post+)
videos on Facebook
14. What ________she__________(need) to
do to pass her exam ?
15. We _________________(work) yesterday.

I didn’t work
You didn’t work
He / she /it
didn’t work
We didn’t work
They didn’t work

Complete the
sentences
with the past
simple of the
verb, (pos +)
(neg - )
(question ?)

16. David_________________(work-) very well
at school, so he __________________
(manage-) to get a good job when he
became an adult.
17. My mother _________(use+) to go to
discoes very often !
18. We _______________(watch+) a very good
film on Tv yesterday evening.
19. They ______________(like+) the concert
in the church last Sunday.
20. The moon _____________(turn+) around
the earth
21. ________you_________(train) a lot for
your tennis competition ?
22.My sister_______________(answer+)to all
the questions in her exam last week .
23. Sorry but I____________(use+) all the
sugar for the cake yesterday.
24. Americans _________________
(celebrate+) Thanks giving on 22 November.
25. Many countries_______________________
(commemorate+) the 100th anniversary of
the end of the First World War.
26. Why ______you ___________(want ) to go
to the supermarket yesterday afternoon ?
27. They ____________(garden) all weekend .
28. I ____________(wash+) my car last Friday.
29. We _______________(help+) our parents
in their shop on Black Friday.
30.Christopher Columbus ________________
(discover) America in 1492.
31. Graham Bell ______________( invent) the
telephone.

